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Categories and Subject Descriptors
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             be definitely merged. With each effect the goals and the plans of the goals that bring about the effect is stored.
DMP − [ (EF, goal{plan, plan}, goal{plan, plan}) , (EF , goal{..}, ..)] is the data structure that contains plans that can 
PMP − [ (EF,  goal d/p {plan, plan}, goal d/p {plan, plan}) ,  ..)] similar to DMP except that the plans here are only 
Common effect of G1 and G2 − an effect that is an effect of G1 and an effect of G2  
WGL − The Waiting Goals List. A list of goals currently suspended due to scheduling. Assists in deadlock prevention.
             potentialy mergable. For each goal of an effect the  flag (d or p) indicates if the effect is definite or potential.
DE  − Definite Effect PE   − Potential Effects
DE  − { (EF, [plan, plan ..]), (EF, [..]) ..} each effect has the set of plans that bring about the effect. Similar for PE . 
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DE − {(AT(A){P2})} 
PE − {}
DE − {(SoilAnalysedAt(A){P3})} 
PE − {} 
DE − {(AT(A){P2})} 
PE − {}




DE − {(CloseToLander {P7})}   
PE −  {} PE − {}
EF − {CloseToLander}
MoveCloseToLander
 DE − {(DataTransmitted {P6})}
DE − {(DataTransmitted {P6})}
PE − {}
 




DE − {(DataTransmitted {P6})}


















DE − {(DataTransmitted {P8})}
EF − {DataTransmitted}
TransmitData
PE − {(CloseToLander, {P7})}
DE − {(AT(A){P2}), (SoilAnalysedAt(A){P3}), (Data Transmitted{P6, P8})} 









PE − {(CloseToLander {P7})}






DE − {(AT(A){P2}), (SoilAnalysedAt(A){P3}), (Data Transmitted{P6, P8})} 
PE − {(CloseToLander, {P7})}
PE  − {}PE  − {}
SoilExperimentPlan
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